HOW IS VIOLENCE CAUSED?

What ways can violence be caused. One way is by bullying, also gangsters is another way that violence could be caused. Those were mainly the things I've seen on tv. Also in the news it shows how gansters died or how they ended up arrested for lots reasons. That was the two main ways that violence starts.

One way that violence is caused is by bullying. That could happen when somebody starts insulting another person. Then mainly thing is that as they get insulted they start to get pumped up and start yelling at other person. As the other person starts to yell he starts to punch and they start to fight. So insaying that bullying is not the best thing to do in your life.

Another way that violence is caused is by gangsters. That could be caused by gangsters because when your in a gangster you drink and if you drive you might get hurt and maybe die. Also when your in a gangster you could do drugs and if you do too much and you might risk getting something in your body infected. Also when you fight with somebody the other person might have a gun and you might get shot somewhere in your body and might also die. So i'm say that if your in a gangster you might be in danger.

Gangsters and bullying could be two caused that could start with violence. Do you think that being in a gangster could be dangerous? Also I think that violence is a bad anywhere you could be in the world. I would be proud that if there was no violence in the world.